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TranslaTing CusTomer inTerview DaTa inTo markeT requiremenTs
Now that customers’ wants and needs have been validated, on the road to product development they must be translated 
into meaningful chunks of information that will inform how the product is conceptualized and designed. Wants and 
needs translated into market requirements are equivalent to the centerline on a paved road. Stay focused on the 
centerline and the concept and product will meet the customers’ wishes and become something they see value in and 
want to buy.
Most innovators already have an idea of what a product needs to be in order to solve a problem. Market Requirements 
by definition are not what the innovator wants the product to be, but are what the customer wants the product to be. This 
is a distinction that must be understood, as innovator bias may conflict with customer wishes. 
Potential customers’ wants and needs may be broad or very specific. A broad need would be something like, “I want a 
product that saves me time”. That is, then, a requirement; the new product must save them time. A specific need may be 
something like “I want it to fit into the standard/universal connector”.
Sort (and think about) wants and needs into these categories: 

markeT requiremenTs
supplemenTal reaDing
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 ● Product Features - what the customer requires that the product should do, the extent of the product’s capabilities
 ● Performance Features - the key requirements for usability of the product as laid out by the customer
 ● Internationalization Requirements - anything indicated by customers which is necessary for the product to sell 

to a specific market outside of the United States
 ● Documentation Requirements - key documents required by the user or stakeholders in order to use the product 

or for the product to meet certain regulatory requirements
 ● Distribution Requirements - any resources or measurements needed to get the product from where it is made 

to the customer
 ● Miscellaneous - any requirements stated by customers which do not fit in the above categories

These six categories are starting Points. There can be others, which may include:
 ● Regulatory
 ● Reimbursement

Each category can also have sub-categories or groups based on the innovation/customer/market. 
An outline for translating to Market Requirements is as follows:

Requirement Type
What the Customer Said
Requirement Verification Method Qualification
#1
#2
Etc. 

Example:
The customers want a device that allows them to be mobile when circumstances do not permit them to fully support 
their own body weight due to lower extremity ailment. 
Customer Discovery has identified that they want to have full mobility, yet the device must allow them to be as stable as 
if they had two working legs/feet/ankles/etc.

Product Features Requirements
Requirement Verification Method Qualification

Provides mobility to individuals 
with one working leg

- -

Allow users to walk by transferring 
body weight from the leg to the 
hand/arm.

Design Must Have

Device that adjusts to patient height Testing Must Have

Not rigidly attached to the body Design Must Have

Device used indoor/outdoor Design Must Have

Contact point on the ground should 
not slip and cause a fall

Testing Must Have

Patient Experience - -

Device is comfortable to use Focus Groups Should Have
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Users can learn to use device to 
increase mobility

Testing Must Have

Device Durability - -

Device is reusable Design Should Have

Performance Requirements
Requirement Verification Method Qualification

Device must be available in sizes 
that is age & gender appropriate - 5 
yo to 75 yo

Testing Must Have

Device must be strong enough to 
accommodate a person’s weight if 
they are 250% above the average 
weight in their age range

Testing Must Have

Device must not cause skin irrita-
tions or bruising

Testing Must Have

Non-warping construction to with-
stand temperatures of 180 degrees 
Fahrenheit

Testing Must Have

Design and Form - -
Cushioned support where device 
touches body

Design Should Have

Device Durability - -
Ground interface must be durable to 
withstand 50,000 steps (ASTM xxxx.
xxxx standard)

Design Must Have

Internationalization Requirements
Requirement Verification Method Qualification

Geographic - -
Multi-lingual instructions appropriate 
for region - Spanish, Mandarin & 
Japanese

Design Must Have

Made in USA Design Must Have
Localization Customizations - -
Directions must not be inadvertently 
offend customers

Focus Groups Must Have

Device must accommodate 
individual unique regional and 
heritage differences

Focus Groups Must Have

Documentation Requirements
Requirement Verification Method Qualification

markeT requiremenTs
supplemenTal reaDing
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Safety card Focus group Must Have
Adjustment/instruction sheet that is 
integral to the device so it can’t be 
lost

Design Must Have

Video showing the use of the crutch 
on website

Focus group Must Have

Distribution Requirements
Requirement Verification Method Qualification

Shipping container suitable to 
FedEx

Design Must Have

Shipping label appropriate to 
shipper

Design Must Have

Decorative shipping container that 
visually shows what is inside the 
package

Design Must Have

Instructions for use included Design Must Have

Miscellaneous Requirements
Requirement Verification Method Qualification

Reimbursement pathways 
instructions

Focus Group Must Have

CusTomer neeDs anD usage sCenarios
A usage scenario is essentially a story describing a real-world example of how and where the stakeholders, customers, 
and end users will interact with the product to achieve a goal.  By focusing on the user, not the details of the design, a 
usage scenario describes the steps or events that occur during the procurement and use of the product.  There may 
be multiple usage scenarios for a single product.  For example, a particular rehabilitative device might be used by 
a physical therapist in a hospital setting, at a private physical therapy office and in a school.  An assistive device for 
bathing a patient could be used by a family member in a private home, a nurse in a hospice center and a caregiver at 
an assistive living facility.  Each scenario will have its own set of unique requirements that will inform the market and 
product requirements. 

Outline Of a usage scenariO

The main features of a Usage Scenario include:
 ● A narrative – it is in a text-based story format
 ● A user (or persona or actor) – someone is performing activities or actions
 ● A setting – the environment or context of the user
 ● A goal – the desired outcome for the user using the system under consideration
 ● Activities (or tasks) – the actions the user is performing to achieve the goal
 ● Decisions – choices the user makes from alternative options
 ● A bounded timeframe – covers a single, typical, continuous interaction within a timeframe

Further Reference

markeT requiremenTs
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http://www.product-arts.com/articlelink/917-usage-scenarios-for-product-requirementsv
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CompeTiTive lanDsCape anD Comparable TeChnology
Understanding the threats and opportunities from existing competition is necessary to inform the decision to move 
forward with commercializing a product. In order to understand the competitive landscape, it is important to obtain 
insight from prospective customers regarding their knowledge of current solutions. Prospective customers will also 
enlighten the innovator as to where and how they currently buy their products and how they obtain after-the-sale 
service. 
A structured review of these competitive solutions is accomplished by conducting a SWOT (Strength, Weakness, 
Opportunity and Threat) analysis. SWOT analyses are used in business strategic planning when decisions about 
direction, policy or operations need to be made.  By performing this analysis on competitors and including the 
customer’s point of view, insight and direction on how to develop, differentiate and promote the new technology will be 
gained.  

DefinitiOns

 ● Strengths: Characteristics of the solution that give it an advantage over the competition. (e.g.: The following 
characteristics of our solution address this need well by…)

 ○ What are the company’s competative advantages?
 ○ What is the company able to provide better than their competition?
 ○ What does the company and professional resources in the market see as their strengths?
 ○ What is the company’s value proposition?

 ● Weaknesses: Characteristics of the solution that place it at a disadvantage relative to the competition (e.g.: The 
following characteristics of our product fail to solve the needs of the user because…)

 ○ What could the company improve? (e.g. Sales model, distribution, packaging design)
 ● Opportunities: Elements external to the company that the solution may exploit to its advantage in regard to a 

competitor. (e.g.: Our innovation will take advantage of this competitor’s weakness by ...)
 ○ Potential cost advantage over other companies?

 ● Threats: Any external influence that has the potential to negatively impact the solution (e.g.: This competitor is a 
threat to us because…)

 ○ No customer interest?
 ○ Current competition - size, diversified, market share, key relationships?

If not completed already during Need and Opportunity Analysis, use the SWOT Worksheet to research and record 
SWOT analyses of competitors’ products using input informed by customers, trade publications and personal 
experiences. Consider all the competitors that provide solutions to the problems and needs the new technology 
addresses (one row per competitor, however, there many be many entries per box).  For this purpose, competition can 
be defined in several ways; a customer’s current solution to their problem could be as diverse as doing nothing, creating 
their own process or workaround, or buying a product that partially or entirely solves the problem. 

markeT foreCasTing
Estimating how many units might sell, just like a meteorologist makes predictions about the weather, is an important 
element in the early analysis of a project’s commercial viability and can also be tricky. In the Customer Discovery 
Module we described how to gather and compile data from various resources. In this section, that compiled data will be 
used as a resource toward the development of a sales forecast. 
Sales forecasts are used to convey potential sales, revenue targets, and return on investment estimates to the 
innovator, partners and funders, and are one component in developing a business model and plan.
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To estimate the sales for the product, consider where the sales will come from during a given time frame, and how 
that will ramp up and grow. As seen in the Product Adoption Curve, the first customers will be the early adopters of the 
technology, also known as the target market. After the target market, future sales growth will come from the segmented 
available market. How can this growth be forecast?

MethOD: tOp-DOwn fOrecasting

Top down forecasting involves determining the total addressable market (TAM) and subdividing the market all the way 
down to the target market. The total available market is necessary for insightful conversations with potential investors 
and used to identify to the maximum extent of possible sales (i.e. A global perspective of every possible customer). 
Refer to the market research to find information on global market size and global trends and use that information to 
determine the annual global sales for the industry. The annual global sales calculated is the total available market and 

markeT requiremenTs
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Innovators Early 
Adopters 

Early 
Majority 

Late 
Majority 

Laggards 

Potential Market Opportunity 
TAM 

SAM 
Target Market 

Figure 1: Product Adoption Curve with markets related to each type of customer. 

is often expressed in both unit sales and revenue for a year. The market research collected should also indicate if the 
market is growing or shrinking and by how much. After calculating TAM for the current year, use the market research to 
estimate TAM for future years. 
From the total addressable market, determine the market share that the product can feasibly expect to capture in the 
first year, this will be the segmented addressable market (SAM). It may be helpful to return to work done in Need and 
Opportunity Analysis. Innovators may tend to be overly optimistic in this step of forecasting, therefore, it is important to 
the success of your business that the SAM forecast is based in fact to create a realistic projection. 
Finally, to find the target market, take the calculated SAM projection and further divide it into the target market. 
Customers in the target market may be different from customers in the segmented available market, therefore, they will 
need to be sold to differently. If they are different, how and why are they different? Potential customers have the answer 
to these questions, which may have already been discovered through early user interviews. If not, circling back to those 
interviewed during customer discovery and asking them about their experiences and interests is a good place to start. 
The differences that are identified will provide insight into how what part of the segmented addressable market makes 
up the target market. 
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Exercise: 
Below are some tables that may be helpful in determining the TAM, SAM and target markets for the product. 

1. Determine Total Available Market 
Begin with the United States in one row. If market research indicated a specific country or region of the world 
as a potential customer group then list them on a separate row, otherwise group all other countries onto a row 
of “worldwide”. For each market, populate the rest of the table with information for each column. 

Market Customer Groups* 
Within Market

Units/ Year Trend % 
up/down

Annual 
Forecast

Source of information

US Medical Device 
Distributors
Hospitals

Seniors (home use)

6.8M (Pop 
using assis-
tive device)

4% 
CAGR

$2.6M

Worldwide

2. Determine Segmented Available Market
Utilizing the customer groups selected as most likely to buy, populate the table below to estimate an annual 
forecast. Remember that the Segmented Available Market is comprised of all potential customers in each 
market (i.e., the markets laid out in the total addressable market table) that all share a common problem that 
the innovator’s product solves.

PMO 
$12.8B 

TAM 
$2.6M 

SAM 
$520,000 

Target 
Market 

$73,000 
Seniors make 

up 14% of 
market  

20% market 
capture  

Use crutch, 
cane or 
walker 

Total US 
Population 

Figure 2: Example of Top Down forecasting based on the Zephyr Crutch selling for $40 a pair, domestic sales only.
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Customer Group* Frequency of 
Purchases

# of Customers 
in SAM

Total Annual Sales Validated How?

Ex. Seniors (home 
use)

One Time 950,000 $38M

Ex. Hospitals (to 
rehab patients)

One time 400,000 $16M

3. Determine Target Market
Utilizing the customer groups selected as your early adopters populate the table below to estimate an annual 
forecast. Recall the specific characteristics of the target market and why they want this problem solved now. 
With these criteria calculate how many individuals like this exist in each customer group in the segmented 
available market.

Customer Group* Unique 
Characteristics

# of Customers in 
Target Market

Total Annual 
Sales

Validated How?

Ex. Seniors in 
Rehab

Want to be on their 
feet and active, not 

in wheelchairs

190,000 $7.6M

*Examples given based on a new crutch (Zephyr Crutch) targeting seniors in rehabilitation, populate customer groups 
with those relevant to the product. 

meThoD boTTom-up foreCasTing
A bottom up forecasting approach looks at the specific channel through which a product will be sold and moves up 
the distribution chain to determine the POM, TAM, SAM and target markets. While innovators may tend to be overly 
optimistic with top down forecasting, bottom up forecasting analyzes the characteristics of the market based on facts of 
competitors’ sales, where a product is sold and the specific market share available to take.
We begin with the select groups that have a problem that is so significant it needs to be solved immediately. As stated, 
these early adopters comprise the target market and bottom up forecasting will help to quantify them. From customer 
interviews conducted in the Customer Discovery Module, again, recall specific characteristics and why they want this 
problem solved now. 
Example:

1. Where are crutches typically sold? 
Given out at hospitals after injury, physical therapy clinics, medical device wholesalers, drug stores. We will 
focus on physical therapy clinics to better address seniors in rehabilitation. 

2. How many PT clinics in US?
There are ~200,000 physical therapists in the United States, and typically 3 physical therapists per clinic 
yielding approximately 66,000 offices. 

3. How many PT clinics will purchase the Zephyr Crutch?
I talked to 150 clinics in New England and found that 80 of them said they would stock the Zephyr Crutch. 
Realistically, about half of those sales would follow through, yielding about 40 clinics or 26% adoption and thus, 
approximately 17,160 PT clinics across the United States. 
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4. How many crutches like mine do PT clinics sell per year?
The 150 clinics said they sell other normal crutches at a similar (or the same) price to the Zephyr Crutch. The 
number of crutch sales ranged from 10-20 crutches per year at PT clinics (average 15 crutches per year). 
Assuming most clinics would replace their current offering with the Zephyr Crutch as it is a superior product we 
could capture all crutch sales at each of the clinics. 17,160 clinics multiplied by 15 crutches sold per year yields 
approximately 257,400 crutches sold per year or $10.3M revenue. This is the SAM for the Zephyr Crutch. 

It is clear through this example how bottom up forecasting may result in a more accurate representation of the market. 
The original top down forecasting resulted in a SAM of $54M, which is near impossible for a new product trying to gain 
traction and break into a well developed market. 
This article from Inc.com offers an overview of these two approaches. 

Developing a value proposiTion
The Value Proposition (VP) is a brief but powerful statement that explains why a product is important.  It articulates 
how the product solves a problem, how it benefits the customer and why the customer should buy it instead of the 
competition. 
The VP combines product, price and features into two concise sentences that describe the solution, its value, the 
technology, and evidence that it works. The solution is an explanation of how the product solves the need(s) for the 
customer, the value is how it benefits the customer, the technology is an explanation of how the product is utilized to 
create the solution, and evidence is how the innovator has determined that this is feasible. 
Customer Discovery is key to creating a VP that resonates with customers and investors, keeping validated customers’ 
needs in mind and a thorough understanding of what is required to satisfy those needs. Because the VP is extremely 
concise and does not leave room for multiple messages, it is usually tailored to just one group.  
The following descriptors form the structure of the value proposition. 

 Who: Who is affected by this innovation?
 What: What specific need does the innovation address?
 How: How does the innovation address the need?
 Primary Benefits: What are the primary benefits of the innovation?
 Product Superiority: Why is the innovation better than the competition?

Formatted value proposition:
For the {name of the target customer} the {product family name} is the one {product category} that has {these key 
benefits} and is set apart from these {competitors} because… 
Craft a value proposition as outlined above, or follow the format seen in the example table below. This should be 
concise and no more than two sentences. Try out few different versions to help hone in on the one that best describes 
the product.

For the active crutch user who values the high mobility afforded by 
the Zephyr Crutch 

is the one assistive technology
that places emphasis on ergonomics, mobility, and material science 

unlike a hospital issued or drug store crutch.
because it is lightweight and can tackle any terrain.

http://www.inc.com/jeff-haden/bottom-up-or-top-down-market-analysis-which-should-you-use.html
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revenue sTraTegy 
The plan for how revenue is earned is as important as solving the customer’s problem. Revenue keeps a new business 
adventure viable, and without revenue the business is unable to manufacture or support this product or develop future 
innovations. 
Just like a meteorologist makes predictions about the weather, those attempting to commercialize a technology concept 
must make predictions about the market. These predictions are then used to develop a sales forecast, costs and 
profitability. There are several reasons for taking the time to make this evaluation. Is there enough upside potential in 
sales/revenue to provide a return on investment to the innovator, founders/partners and funders?

DefinitiOns

 ● Total Available Market:  
The total available market (TAM) is a researched estimate of all of the potential sales in an industry. A potential 
investor will want to know the TAM to identify growth opportunities. Resources to estimate total available 
market may be accessible through trade associations, online resources and private consulting firms. 

 ● Segmented Available Market:  
The segmented available market (SAM) is an estimate of how many customers may potentially buy in a 
given sales channel because the innovation solves a specific problem. This includes all potential customers 
regardless of age/skill/training/industry/gender. What these potential customers have in common is a specific 
problem. 

 ● Target Market: 
The target market is a narrower subset of potential customers in the segmented available market. Defining this 
subset can be accomplished by determining who amongst the segmented available market has the biggest 
need and wants to solve this problem now (i.e. the customers who will buy first). Once this group is identified, 
a calculated guess can be made as to how many of these individuals or businesses exist in the chosen 
segmented available market.

The segmented available market and the target market are most likely to buy and therefore represent the best estimate 
for determining the product’s first sales.

types Of revenue

1. Is the product a one-time sale (e.g. drill or impact driver)?
2. Is it a one-time sale that also needs supplies on an ongoing basis (e.g. printers and ink cartridges) or routine 

cleaning? 
3. Will there be repeat sales (e.g. consumables like groceries and paper goods)? 
4. Is there is a possibility of ongoing revenue from service or training contracts (e.g. cars)? 

Answers to these questions help define revenue streams; one of the above mechanisms may directly apply to this 
project, but it is important to validating this information through user interviews.
Who pays for a product in the medical rehabilitation or assistive technology markets greatly effects the 
commercialization plan and the business’s viability. Will this product be paid for by the end user or absorbed into the 
manufacture of another product prior to the end user? Is this innovation/product reimbursable through private insurance 
or CMS? Validating these questions will confirm revenue streams for the product. 
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MethOD

Gather information on the above revenue streams utilizing the feedback obtained from user interviews. Separate the 
insight gathered based on customers in the target market and customers in the segmented available market. 
Exercise:
List below the various customer groups and identify if the customer group is a onetime only purchase or recurring or 
both.
 

Target Market Customer 
Group

Describe sales cycle for each customer group (one-time or recurring). Is it per 
patient or per facility? What is the frequency of a sale, etc.? 

sales preDiCTions & assumpTions: besT - likely - worsT
In the Market Forecast section above, market research was used to estimate the size of the TAM, SAM, and Target 
Markets. In this section, we will make sales predictions by discussing a structure to account for varying assumptions 
and developing three alternative outcomes for sales forecasts.  The best case scenario will have an outcome that yields 
sales results better than expected; the worst case scenario aims to identify what might prevent a successful roll out; 
lastly, the likely scenario shows what sales will result if everything goes as planned. The value in creating these various 
scenarios is to anticipate potential risks that might derail business success.

MethOD 
Developing forecasts for the various scenarios mentioned above comes directly from the insight gathered while 
conducting market research and indirectly from other influences which may include; regulatory hurdles, evaluation costs 
(clinical and non-clinical testing), intellectual property strategy, alliances with distributors or key opinion leaders (KOL), 
competitive products, legislation, design obstacles, and engineering hurdles.

markeT requiremenTs
supplemenTal reaDing
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Exercise: Segmented Addressable Market Predictions
1. Best Case Scenario:

Use the categories in the left column of the table below, or other categories relevant to the product, and explain 
any assumptions made as to why or how they influence the best case scenario.  

Category Assumptions Affects Sales 
How?

Annual SAM Forecast  Posi-
tive/Negative Change 

Starting Point -- -- SAM Forecast from Market 
Forecasting

Regulatory Pathways (ex.: Crutch is class 1 
exempt, only need to 
register our company 
and the manufacturer 
we chose is already 
registered with the FDA)

(ex.: this is what 
we planned for, no 
change in sales or 
revenue)

(ex.: No change in forecast)

Product Evaluations
Legislation (non-FDA)
IP
Alliances
KOL
Competition
Design 

2. Worst Case Scenario:
Now use the same categories and explain what could happen that would negatively affect the scenario.

Category Assumptions Affects Sales 
How?

Annual SAM Forecast  Posi-
tive/Negative Change 

Starting Point -- -- SAM Forecast from Market 
Forecasting

Regulatory Pathways (ex.: If added elements 
of Crutch such as the 
new tips deemed a 
risk to patients, class II 
510k submission will be 
necessary and we’ll need 
a regulatory consultant)

(ex.: Will delay our 
revenue streams 
and sales units)

(ex.: Will cause an 8 month 
delay in revenue and unit 
sales. First year sales are 
reduced by $500,000)

Product Evaluations
Legislation (non-FDA)
IP
Alliances
KOL
Competition
Design 

markeT requiremenTs
supplemenTal reaDing
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3. Most Likely Scenario:
Finally, for each category, use knowledge and experience to anticipate what will likely happen and record them 
below.

Category Assumptions Affects Sales 
How?

Annual SAM Forecast  Posi-
tive/Negative Change 

Starting Point -- -- SAM Forecast from Market 
Forecasting

Regulatory Pathways (ex.: Crutch is class 1 
exempt, only need to 
register our company 
and the manufacturer 
we chose is already 
registered with the FDA)

(ex.: this is what 
we planned for, no 
change in sales or 
revenue)

(ex.: No change in forecast)

Product Evaluations
Legislation (non-FDA)
IP
Alliances
KOL
Competition
Design 


